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Commercial Jet Receives Nauru Airlines B737-300 for Conversion to Freighter 

 

Miami, Florida – August 20th, 2020 – Commercial Jet announces that the company has 

received a Nauru Airlines B737-300 for an AEI passenger-to-freighter conversion. 

Commercial Jet will perform all touch labor for the modification and maintenance 

requirements at its Miami, Florida facility. The aircraft (MSN 28732) is owned by Nauru 

Airlines and is currently being prepped for modification. The completed B737-300SF 

freighter is scheduled for redelivery in December 2020. 

Additionally, Commercial Jet will be performing a second B737-300SF freighter 

conversion for Nauru Airlines, which will commence in January 2021. Both freighters will 

be used to transport fresh food, mail, medicines, and other freight to and from various 

points in the Pacific. 

As an authorized AEI Conversion Center, Commercial Jet is well-versed in all aspects of 

freighter modifications and has modified a range of aircraft, including the B737-800SF, 

B737-400SF, B737-300SF, MD-80SF and CRJ200 SF. 



 

Nauru Airlines arrival at Commercial Jet’s Miami, FL facility. 

### 

About Commercial Jet 

Commercial Jet is an FAA and EASA approved repair station that specializes in both scheduled 
and unscheduled heavy maintenance, line maintenance, modifications, all airframe inspections, 
freighter conversions, interior modifications, avionic upgrades, and aircraft painting. The company 
also offers complete lease return services and refitting passenger and cargo aircraft for Return to 
Service. With over half-a-million square feet (46,000 square meters) of multi-bay hangar facilities 
in Miami (MIA), Florida and Dothan (DHN), Alabama. Commercial Jet serves passenger/cargo 
airlines, owners, lessors, and military customers. The company’s professional MRO team services 
a wide variety of commercial aircraft types including B717, B727, B737, B757, B767, DC-8, DC-
9, DC-10/MD-11, MD80/90, A320, A300 and now the CRJ200. www.commercialjet.com. 

 

 

http://www.commercialjet.com/


About Nauru Airlines 

Nauru Airlines is the national carrier of the Republic of Nauru, operating passenger, and freight 
services to and from the Central Pacific. Operating a fleet of 737-300 aircraft, Nauru Airlines has 
a network with its hub being Nauru and its operational office in Brisbane, Australia. 

Nauru Airlines’ regulatory authority is the Civil Aviation Safety Authority of Australia, delivering 
one of the highest safety standards in the world. For more information, visit www.nauruair.com. 
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